
sinners, beginning with Bob the
 Slob for looking scruffy: on a
hash!! Alas, we shall all merit
down downs every week on
that basis. Well ,all except the
ever elegant Cool Box.
No, I don’t remember all the
other offenders. Perhaps as a
New Year’s Resolution I should
start taking notes. How we
hashers love to see our names
in print!
So for the record this was a left
hander which went south, but
as it serpentined subtly it was
all contained in little compass.
Clever devils these hares. Next
Resolution: spend 2007 in
explaining to Bonn Bungle what
“left hander” means; I think she
confuses it with “left footer”
meaning a Catholic. (And did

Date 31-Dec-2006

Hares ET and J Arthur

Venue Holmbury St. Mary

On On Royal Oak
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spared this racket because
they had the good taste to
reach the Circle very late. But
there were plenty of others:
dear oh dear!

Nothing wrong with the
running and checking ; our
late starter Atalanta was
actually there by 11 am,
though she needed time to
get her shoes on. She was
helped by our all getting the
first check hopelessly wrong:
no one thought to check right
back almost to the start.  But
the hares did.... I said they
were good hares, didn’t I?

(There was another late
starter, namely our hare razor:
it comes to something when a
Dr Death asks “What’s a
graveyard?”)
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Well anyway after that
Atalanta showed us her heels.
The Cunning Linguist chose
to run a parallel hash, or I
suppose he could have kept
up: he even inveigled
innocent visitors into
stringing along with him. The
rest of us just admired. It is
true that at times even our
heroine was depressed to find
anchors on the trail, proof that
Popeye had by chance come
upon the hares’ flour; indeed
he was first to the wine stop,
held in a car park infamous in
hash annals as the scene of a
28 minute trail.....

At least this meant we knew
where we were; with no sun,
and a great many trees, most
of us had become puzzled. So

You can’t have too much of
a good thing. (Who said there
are no rules on a hash?) Here
we had two first class hares, in
top form, setting a trail the
right length in superb terrain,
with a mulled wine and mince
pie stop; and yet Rainman was
able to produce even better
mince pies (made by himself,
including the filling) to cheer
the Circle.

You can certainly have too
much of a bad thing: the way
we sang was caterwauling,
pure and simple. God, it was
cacophonous! What all our
numerous visitors made of the
noise I shudder to think; the
most tender ears, those of two
demosels apparently brought
by the Cunning Linguist, were

the return was easy enough,
too easy for Popeye, who
drew Body Shop after him into
relinquishing the paths of
virtue. (A word here about an
ex-RA, and namely Tosser,
who seems to have an expert
insight into these woods; this
was not the first time I have
seen him appear from nowhere
and calmly direct the rest of
us, who had been checking in
an orthodox fashion, to the
flour.)

Well, the GM is still on her
travels, so Cardiff Conversion
made the speech instead
(perhaps it was his fault, since
he led us, that the singing was
so bad? It was no better when
we toasted our visitors) Then
Body Shop set out to punish

EAR TRUMPET AND J.ARTHUR
LAY ON ANOTHER HASH
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you know why, ladies and
gentlemen? Is our Religious
Adviser able to tell us? The
version I heard was that
Protestant peasants and
Catholic peasants in Northern
Ireland had two different
typesof loy. And that word you
can look up for your selves....)
Ah, the beauties of Scrabble
and a good dictionary!
May all our readers have a very
happy New Year, for the whole
of 2007. Except for the Rugby
World Cup: guess who is NOT
going to win that?!
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1657 14-01-07 FRB Bushy Park

1658 21-01-07

1659 28-01-07 Salisbury

Run 1656

Date 07-Jan-2007 !

Hare Atalanta

Venue West End, Esher

On On Prince of Wales

SSA 57 N4

OS (187) 127 633

Scribe FRBDirections:

From M25, Junct 10 take A3 north towards London.
After 1.2 miles take first exit, follow signs for A307
(A245) towards Esher. Straight across first
Sainsbury’s garage r’about, left at next r’b onto
A307. Continue on this road for approx 2.4 miles to
Claremont; turn left into West End Lane. After
approx 150 m turn left into carpark.  If car park is
full, use NT c.p. (free) outside Claremont Gardens.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org
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Some More Thoughts on Sex

"Women need a reason to have sex.
Men just need a place"   Tom Rusinow

"According to a new survey, women say they feel more
comfortable undressing in front of men than they do
undressing in front of other women.
They say that women are too judgmental, where, of
course, men are just grateful."     Hudson Leavens

"There's a new medical crisis. Doctors are reporting that
many men are having allergic reactions to latex
condoms. They say they cause severe swelling. So
what's the problem?"   Dustin Hoffman

"There's very little advice in men's magazines, because
men think, 'I know what I'm doing. Just show me
somebody naked !"   Mike Douglas

"See, the problem is that God gives men a brain and a
penis, and only enough blood to run one at a time."
Peter Rowland

"It's been so long since I've had sex, I've forgotten who
ties up whom."  Sandy Anderson

" Bigamy is having one wife too many. Monogamy is
the same."   Oscar Wilde

" It isn't premarital sex if you have no intention of
getting married."    John Orviss


